
for the artist in you!



More than 
paint...

As an artist you need of course more than the 
right paint. ArtCreation Elements offers auxiliary 
products that are useful for every artist, for 

example stretched canvases, brushes, painting 
knives, painting accessories and artists’ easels. 
The products are of a high quality and available at 
competitive prices.  



Artists’ easels
Outside or inside, in your own studio or hobby room; wherever 
you paint or whatever type of painter you are, ArtCreation 
Elements has the right artists’ easels for you. The range 
consists of table easels, field easels and studio easels, in 
beechwood and pinewood. 

ArtCreation
ArtCreation offers a complete range 
of artists’ materials 
consisting of three subbrands 
namely Elements, Expression and 
Essentials.

-  ArtCreation Elements  
basic accessories that are needed 
for painting, such as stretched can-
vases, brushes, painting accessories 
and artists’ easels.

-  ArtCreation Expression  
ready-to-use artists’ sets which 
are ideal for beginners in the tech-
niques oil colour, acrylic colour, 
water colour and gouache.

-  ArtCreation Essentials 
a range of 38 acrylic colours in 
larger packaging.  



Table easel Mira
Article number 9105001M

-   ground surface 23 x 35 cm 
-   maximum canvas height  25,5 cm
-   total height  30 cm
-   weight  0,5 kg 

Foldable pinewood 
table easel
(bookend model). 
Practical to use 
and easy to store.       

                       
Table easel Leda
Article number 9105010M

-    ground surface 14,5 x 15 cm
-   maximum canvas height  31 cm
-   total height  41 cm
-   weight  0,4 kg
  
Very compact beechwood table easel 
with slanted struts. Suitable for 
working on smaller canvases. 
Equipped with a canvas clamp 
for extra canvas stability.

Table easel Elara
Article number 9105011M
           
-   ground width  19 cm 
-   maximum canvas height  32 cm
-   total height  36 cm
-   weight  0,3 kg
  
Practical, foldable beechwood 
tripod table easel.



Table easel Ariane 
Article number 9105014M
                                                                                   
-   ground surface 34 x 28 cm 
-   maximum canvas height  60 cm
-   total height  80 - 104 cm
-   weight  1,1 kg

Solid pinewood table easel. For optimal 
work this easel has a centre pole with 
a canvas carrier that can be adjusted 
in height and angle. Thanks to the 
foldable base the easel is easy to store.

Table box easel Callisto                                                                       
Article number 9105015M

-   ground surface 30 x 37,5 cm
-   maximum canvas height  30 cm
-   total height  34 cm
-   weight  2,1 kg

Solid beechwood table box easel. 
The drawer has wooden compartments 
for an organized and tidy storage of your 
materials. Thanks to the foldable support 
the easel is easy to take with you.

Studio easel Isabel                                              
Article number 9105055M

-   ground width  58 cm
-   maximum canvas height  140 cm
-   total height  170 cm
-   weight  3 kg

Stable pinewood tripod studio easel. The canvas 
carrier is adjustable for an optimal working height, 
and is fitted with a canvas clamp for extra 
canvas stability. Easy to fold.



Studio easel Corona
Article number 9105021M

-    ground width  65 cm 
-    maximum canvas height  128 cm
-    total height  176 - 240 cm
-    weight  5,2 kg 

Solid beechwood tripod studio easel. The 
canvas carrier can be adjusted for an 
optimal working height, and is fitted with 
a canvas clamp for extra canvas stability. 
Easy to fold.    
     
Field easel Umbra 
Article number 9105019M

-    ground width  78 cm 
-    maximum canvas height  65 cm
-    total height  128 - 182 cm
-    weight  1,7 kg

Solid beechwood field easel which is widely 
adjustable, making it suitable for working 
both horizontally and vertically. 
Very compact and easy to carry.

Field box easel Aurore
Article number 9105018M
           
-   ground width  66 cm 
-   maximum canvas height  78 cm
-   total height  144 - 178 cm
-   weight  5,6 kg

Solid beechwood field box easel with 
wooden palettes. The drawer has a wooden
inner tray with compartments for an 
organized and tidy storage of your 
materials. Equipped with a canvas clamp and carrier 
with an adjustable height for an optimal work situation. 
Very compact and easy to carry.



Studio easel Virgo
Article number 9105002M

-    ground width  65 cm 
-    maximum canvas height  123 cm
-    total height  169 - 235 cm
-    weight  4,4 kg 

Solid beechwood tripod studio easel. 
The canvas carrier can be adjusted for an 
optimal working height, and is fitted with a 
canvas clamp for extra canvas stability. 
Also suitable for 3D stretched canvas. 
Easy to fold. Supplied in kit with assembly instructions.       
   
Studio easel Vesta 
Article number 9105003M

-    ground width  59 cm 
-    maximum canvas height  142 cm
-    total height  168 - 260 cm
-    weight  10,2 kg

Very stable easel in oiled beechwood. Adjustable 
in height using metal rail. Adjustable through 
highly stable piano hinge. Also suitable for 
3D stretched canvas. Easy to fold. Supplied 
in kit with assembly instructions.   
    
Studio easel Vega 
Article number 9105004M
           
-   ground width  57 cm 
-   maximum canvas height  135 cm
-   total height  175 cm
-   weight  3 kg

Solid pinewood tripod studio easel. The canvas carrier 
can be adjusted for an optimal working height, and is 
fitted with a canvas clamp for extra canvas stability. 
Also suitable for 3D stretched canvas. Easy to fold. 
Supplied in kit with assembly instructions.        



Brushes
An artist needs a good brush. ArtCreation Elements has a 
wide range of quality brushes for different types of paint 
and techniques. The brushes vary in sizes, hair type and 
shape. The type of brush depends on the type of paint you 
use, your painting technique and your personal preference.
In addition to brushes in economical standard packaging, 
ArtCreation has 2 sets of brushes in a practical black canvas 
organizer. These organizers can be closed with a zip and are 
ideal for storing or transporting brushes.

Brush shape 
Brushes are available in various shapes. 

-  With a flat brush,  the so-called ‘Gussow model’, 
you paint larger sections and small, flat brush strokes.

 

-  A round brush is suitable for more detailed work.

-  A cat tongue model combines the characteristics of 
flat and round pointed brushes; the hair has been fitted in 
a flat ferrule, but is longer is the middle. Cat tongue 
models are therefore suitable for both larger sections and 
smaller details. 

-  A flat one-stroke liner has a long hair 
bundle for applying flat and wide brush strokes and for 
painting and wetting large surfaces.

- A spalter is a very wide flat brush and can be used to 
paint large areas. Hog bristle spalters are also used to 
prepare grounds.

 



Hair type
For the brushes of ArtCreation Elements both natural and 
synthetic hair is used: 

-  Hog bristle (bristle) is a sturdy type of hair which is 
used for thicker paints, such as oil and acrylic colours. The 
hair is strong and resilient and leaves a brush stroke in the 
paint

-  Ox-ear hair is a strong and durable soft hair type 
that is suitable for all types of paint, and particularly if you 
don’t want to see a brush stroke or if you use the paint 
thinned. As ox-ear hair can absorb a great deal of thin 
paint, this brush is also suitable for water colour and 
gouache.  

-  Filament consists of synthetic fibres (polyester) and is 
suitable for all types of paint. Due to the strength and 
resiliency of polyester, filament brushes are highly suited 
for oil and acrylic colours. As the filament brush absorbs 
moisture well, it is also suited for water colour and 
gouache.  

-  Red sable hairis very popular among water 
colourists. Red sable hair can absorb a great deal of very 
thin paint, is highly resilient and when wet has a very 
sharp point. It is possible to paint fine details as well as 
large sections with it. 

-  Pony hair is an affordable soft type of hair that 
absorbs water well. Pony hair brushes are therefore 
ideally suited for water colour and gouache.

Brush size
The size of the hair bundle of your brush is very important. 
For fine work you use a thin brush. For larger colour sections 
it is better to use a finer brush. The size of the brush is 
indicated by a number: the higher the number, the thicker the 
hair bundle.



Article 
no.

hair type no. brush 
type

brush 
size

Oil / Acrylic / Gouache

9099211M hog bristle 3 round 2, 6, 10

9099213M hog bristle 3 flat 4, 8, 16

9099215M hog bristle 1
2
2

round
cat tongue
flat

6
10, 14
10, 14

9099212M hog bristle 4
4
2

flat
round
cat tongue

6, 10, 14, 18
2, 6, 10, 14
8, 12

9099231M filament 3 round 2, 6, 10

9099233M filament 3 flat 4, 8, 16

9099235M filament 1
2
2

round
cat tongue
flat

6
10, 14
10, 14

9099232M filament 4
4
2

flat
round
cat tongue

6, 10, 14, 18
2, 6, 10, 14
8, 12

9099230M filament  
4
4
4

organizer
flat
round
cat tongue

 
6, 10, 14, 18
2, 6, 10, 14
8, 12

9099223M ox-ear hair 3 flat 4, 8, 16

9099225M ox-ear hair 1
2
2

round
cat tongue
flat

6
10, 14
10, 14

9099210M hog bristle 3 spalter 30, 40, 50

Water colour

9099113M red sable hair / 
filament

3 round 4, 6, 8

9099123M filament 3 round 4, 6, 8

9099133M filament 2
1

round
sleper

6, 8
5/8”

9099115M pony / filament 3
2

round
flat

6, 10, 14
8, 14

9099116M pony / filament  
3
2

organizer 
round
flat

 
6, 10, 14
8, 14



Painting accessories
ArtCreation offers a wide range of painting accessories: from tear-off 
palettes to colour shapers and from charcoal to bamboo mats. ArtCreation 
painting accessories complete your painting equipment and allow you to 
prepare optimally for your work.

Painting knives set

Article number 9146990M

Set of 3 metal painting knives, suitable for 
expressive and structured work with oil and 
acrylic colours, as well as for mixing colours.  

Painting knives set

Article number 9146991M

Set of 2 metal painting knives. Due to 
their long, straight shape they are ideally 
suited for preparing and mixing colours. 
Also suitable for expressive and structured 
work with oil and acrylic colours. 

Colour Shapers   

Article number 9030001M

In order to apply paint or to remove paint in 
certain areas, colour shapers offer possibilities
that cannot be achieved with traditional brushes. 
The soft silicon tip ensures for a highly 
characteristic brush stroke

Charcoal sticks

Article number 9600001M

Natural product, made from the best 
quality willow branches. For making 
drawings, as standalone works or as a 
basis for a painting. 10 units of 14 cm.  



Tear-off palette

Article number 9067001M

Paper tear-off palette, contains 
20 sheets of oil-proof and 
waterproof paper. Has an oval 
thumb hole for better grip. 
Size 180 x 240 mm. 

Oval mixing dish

Article number 9184001M

Made from durable, white plastic. 
Suitable for water-soluble paints 
such as water colour paints and 
gouache. Easy to clean

Canvas brush holder  

Article number 9099099M

Made from natural canvas with 
strong stitching, featuring two 
long canvas bands. For a maximum 
of 18 brushes. Brushes not included. 
Size 400 x 470 mm

Bamboo mat

Article number 9059001M

A durable way to transport brushes. 
Insert the brushes into the compartments,
 roll up the mat and close using the cord. 
In this way, the hair bundles are protected 
against damage, and wet brushes can dry out 
thanks to the ventilation provided by the mat.  
Brushes not included. Size 360 x 360 mm.



Artists’ canvas
Also for stretched canvases at ArtCreation Elements you have 
come to the right place. Here you will find universally prepared 
canvases that are suitable for both oil and acrylic colours. 
The canvas has been stretched on a stable wooden frame to 
avoid warping and bending. With larger sizes diagonal and 
cross laths give the frame extra rigidity. The canvas can be 
re-tensioned with the pegs provided. 
The canvases are available in various sizes and come in two 
versions: standard (2 cm thick) and extra thick (3D, 4 cm thick). 
Handy: the canvases are ready for use!

Size Art. no.    
10 x 10 cm 9575101M   
13 x 18 cm 9575131M   
18 x 24 cm 9575182M   
20 x 20 cm 9575202M   
20 x 100 cm 9575200M   
24 x 30 cm 9575243M   
30 x 30 cm 9575303M   
30 x 40 cm 9575304M   
30 x 50 cm 9575305M   
30 x 100 cm 9575300M   
40 x 40 cm 9575404M   
40 x 50 cm 9575405M   
40 x 100 cm 9575400M   
50 x 50 cm 9575505M   
50 x 60 cm 9575506M   
50 x 70 cm 9575507M   
50 x 100 cm 9575500M   
60 x 60 cm 9575606M   
60 x 80 cm 9575608M    
60 x 100 cm 9575600M   
60 x 120 cm 9575602M   
80 x 80 cm 9575808M   
80 x 100 cm 9575800M   
80 x 120 cm 9575802M   
100 x 100 cm 9575000M 

Stretched canvas cotton



Stretched canvas 
3D cotton
 Size Art. no.  

 10 x 10 cm 9576101M 
 20 x 20 cm 9576202M
 20 x 50 cm 9576205M
 30 x 30 cm 9576303M
 30 x 40 cm 9576304M
 30 x 60 cm 9576306M
 40 x 40 cm 9576404M
 40 x 50 cm 9576405M
 40 x 80 cm 9576408M
 50 x 50 cm 9576505M
 50 x 60 cm 9576506M
 60 x 60 cm 9576606M
 60 x 80 cm 9576608M
 80 x 80 cm 9576808M
 100 x 100 cm 9576000M 

Auxiliaries
If you want to work on other grounds, or if you want to 
prepare your canvas yourself, ArtCreation offers Gesso. A 
primer for creating a preparation layer with good adhesion on 
various grounds such as artists’ canvas, wood and carton.

Gesso primer 
Pot 750 ml
Article number: 2470001M



Now that you have found the right accessories, you need 
of course the right paint. If you are a beginner, have a look 
at ArtCreation Expression first. These artists’ sets contain 
excellent paints and show you step-by-step how to make a 
painting. For the acrylic artist who wants a wider range of 
colours and uses more paint, ArtCreation Essentials is a good 
choice. This range consists of 38 colours in larger packaging. 
For the oil colour artist, ArtCreation Essentials provides a 
balanced range of 36 colours in large tubes. 

The wooden components in all ArtCreation 
easels, brushes and canvasses are FSC-certified.
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